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1. Multiple Frontinglgotoal
It is a familiar fact that languages differ in the extent to which they place WHwords in a special, clause-initial position. Some languages, like English, normallyplace one and only one WH word in Comp, so in a multiple question like (la) what isin Comp but to whom is in situ. Other languages, like Chinese, have all Wii word3in situ at S-structure, as in ( lb). A third group of languages, including the Slaviclanguages and some others, moves all WH words to a clause-initial position at 5-structure, as in the Polish example in (1c), where both kto and kogo are fronted.
1.a. What did you give to wham?

b. Ni xiang-zhidoe we itel3beeme mei-le shame? (Huang)
imnppnalfr / why taught whit
What do you wonder vim I bought (it)?'

c. Kta tags budzi? (Wechevitz 1974)
why whom Wm-Up
Who wakes up wham?'

It is this third group of languages, those with multiple fronting at 5-structure, that I am concerned with in this paper. Although several multiple-WH-fronting languages have been discussed in the literature over the pa3t decade, no
agreement has been reached =scorning their structure. Two general type3 ofanalyses have been proposed: those in which the WH words or phrases are all in
Comp,2 and tho3e in which 3ome or all of them are not in Comp but rather in some S-
internal position, perhaps something like a Topic or Focus position.3 These twopossibilities are shown schematically in (2c, d ).

2. S-Structures:
e.Eng/ish b. Chinese

SI st/\ /\
Multiple Fronting Languages

C. CI.

st or? si/\ /\comp comp s Comp S Comp S
I /\

wh NIA wh
wh

!This is a drastically reduced version of several sections of e paper entitled Multiple WH Constructions
end the COMO Parameter (C. Rudin, ins., 1986).
2This view has been put forward for example by Comorovski (1986), for Romanian, and by Rudin
(1982), (1986) for Bulgarian. In theoretical terms the view that all of the WH words in sentences like(1) are in Comp is attractive pertly because it parallels the structure that hes been widely assumed forthe universal LF structure of multiple questions since Huang's (1982) work on LF WH Movement.
3this view is represented e.g. by Reinhart (1982), on universal grounds, and by Tomen (1981),
Cichecki (1983) arguing from the facts of Czech and Polish. Lesnik end Saito (1984) else take this
rmifinn- the lannhane then aunider i Palkth
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What I would like to suggest is that in fact both analyses are valid, in different
languages. Some multiple fronting languages, including Bulgarian and Romanian,
have all of the WH words in Comp, 03 in (2c), while others, including Serbo-
Croatian, Polish, and Czech, have structure (2d). To save time I will give data
from only two of these languages today: Bulgarian as a typical representative of
type (2c) and Serbo-Croatian as a typical representative of type (2d).

2. Comparison of Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian
Both Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian are multiple-fronting languages; they both

place all WH words at the beginning of the clause in multiple questions, as in (3),
where koj kogo/ko koga are fronted.

3.e. KO kegs vilde?
hoht7 14047,52WS

Vihe sees %Amor
b. Ka kogs vidi?

mat wham mita
Via nee when?'

(Bulgarian)

(Serbo-Croatian)

But in spite of the identical word order and appearance of these simple questions,
there are important differences in the position and behavior of WH words between
the two languages, which appear in more complex constructions. The three major
differences, in extraction from embedded questions, clitic placement and other
indictions of constituent status, and word order, are all attributable to the
proposed difference in structure.

Zap_ AdOtja_EgjimtjarAn1from Cla
One difference between the two languages is the possibility for movement of

multiple WH words out of an embedded clause. In Bulgarian, all of the WH words in
a multiple question must move to a higher clause if the clause in which they
originate is non-interrogative (for instance, a Es 'that clause), as in (4a). Leaving
one of the WM words in eitu (4b,c) is ungrammatical or interpretable only 03 an
echo, and leaving one WH in the Comp of the lower clause, 03 in ii4d,e.), is also
impossible. 4

4.a. KO kids mislI 16e e otI3ül _ _I?
yea beeem thillt-at the
'WM do you think (that) went vkerer

b. *Kej m1elI Re a otIiil tidal?
vito the kepis, Were

c. *Krale e oti3111 koj...I?
Were Mint-2$ that Ass pitt. mkt

d. *KO znea Mika e argil --)?
histe-a. islie;re /awns

e. Kik znae5 [koj e __I?
Where bane- who &spice

4There are some restrictions on movement from an embedded clause. In particular it is not possible to
front WH words which originate in different clauses to the same Comp, perhaps for reasons having to do
with absorption and/or scope. Also, extreetion cannot operate if it would result in interogative and
relative WH words ending up in the same Comp. Except for such exceptional MSS, however, eArection of
multiple WH words from a clause is grammatical in Bulgarian.
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in Serbo-Croatian the facts are exactly
extracted from a clause. In (5a,b) either ko
WH words in an embedded multiple question
remain unfronted; a second WH word can move
(5c,d)5 nor to the Comp position of its own
courtesy of Steven Franks. )

5.e. K. Eelite [de vernal. kupi _]?
ielktiant-.45tiktiou Ltuy-3t
Who do you want to bug you whet?'
W. do you vent to buy you vkat?

b. Ste Eelite [de yarn ko kupi _I?
WWI irvid-4, naw why buy-3s
'What do you went who to buy war

c. K. ta elite [de yarn kupiVi77t7U Ary
d. *Sta to ielite [de yarn kupi

Ws/ war 14171-2fr to we Aug-3s
e. K. elite rata da vam kupi

ir4/ 1,41r7i-,ep what* /my
f. *Sta ielite Ike da yarn kupi

WSJ 11467151,711

opposite: only one WH word can be
or 3to can be extracted. The .other
can, and for most speakers must
neither to the higher clause, 03 in
clause a in (Sea). (Examples

This difference between Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian is easily accounted for
in terms of the two different structures for multiple fronting languages given in (2);
under standard GB assumptions movement from clause to clause is possible only
through Comp, and it is only languages of type (2c), like Bulgarian, with their
multiple WH positions in Comp, that are able to extract more than one WH word out
of a clause.

2.2. Clitic PositionAnd Conslituencv
A second difference between the two languages is the position of ciitics

relative to the WH words. In Bulgarian the clitics, including object pronouns like ti
and auxiliary verbs like e, underlined in (7), must come after the whole WM word
sequence: Koj kakvo ti e dal is fine but lag ti e kakvo dal is ungrammatical.

7.a. KO Mho ti t del? (B)
who Ws, pauhasgnen
'Who gave you whet?'

b. *KO kakva dal?

In Serbo-Croatian once again just the opposite is true; the clitics (mu and je in (8))
follow the first WH word, and may not come after the group:

Ko jjp_y jg its deo? (SC)

5Some speakers do accept sentences like (6a), with multiple WH words moved out of their clause, but even
these speakers also accept the same sentences with one WH left behind, as i n (6b).

i.e. K. bogs misli3 [de je videe_..j?
143 mem Mint- Zs that &smelt

b. Ks mistil [de je kege video / Koga misli3 [de je ka video ?
Probably the dialect simply allows Focusing as well as WH Movement across clause boundaries, perhaps by
cyclic adjunction to successive S nodes, and probably only with certain ''bridge" verbs. Another
possibility is that speakers that accept (1.8) are taking Mani 'you think' as a parenthetical phrase.
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who Ann les whet give#
'Who "we him what?'

b. *Ks sta mg kdso?

To a certain extent this difference is attributable to independent factors,
namely, in Serbo-Croatian, clitics are in second position, while in Bulgarian they
are proclitic to the verb. However, it is worth noting that in the Serbocroation
version of Wackernages Law, "second position" can mean either after the first
word or after the first major constituent of the sentence. The exietence of (Ba )
proves nothing about the constituent structure of the WH-word sequence, since ko
could count as filling "first position" simply by virtue of the fact that it is the first
word of the eentence. However, the impossibility of (8b) shows conclusively that ko
koga is not a constituent in terbo-Croatian; this is consistent with structure (2d).
In Bulgarian, on the other hand, there is independent morphological evidence,
having to do with definiteness marking in free relatives, that a sequence like koj
kakvo is a constituent . Although each WH word may be separately marked with the
definite sufftx -to, which normally marks relative as opposed to interrogative WH
words, one -to for the WH group, as in (9a), is sufficient. This strongly suggests
that the two WII words form a unit: Hkoj

9.a. KO katvoto iska b. rojte kakvots isks
leikr ithirt-def was why-4.f relai-def
Whoever vents vhstever..:

Adverbs, parentheticals, and various particles con also split the WH word
sequence in Serbo-Croatian but normally not in Bulgarian.

2.3. Word Order
A third area of difference is the order of fronted WH words. In Bulgarian,

the WH words occur in a relatively fixed order: for instance, nominative must
normally precede accusative, as in (10), and the three WH words in a question like
(11) must appear in exactly this order.6

10.a. Koj kegs e vidjal? (B)
We Wax his,tem
'WM NV whom?'

b. nogo koj evidjal?
11. DJ Mho osi togs e del? (* any other word order)

who whet att Wm hes fim7
'WM gave whet to vim?

In Serbo-Croatian, on the other hand, the order of the fronted WH words appears to
be entirely free; the accueative and nominative in (12), for example, can occur ineither order. There may be some difference in emphasis, and some speakers find
(12a) more natural than (12b ), but both are acceptable.

12.a. Ks je Ikeee video? (SC)
who has trifoamtim
Who saw visa?

gTtonditions of ordering of various types are rather complex, but roughly corresped to the template:
NOM ACC DAT PP ADV. For furtive,' details, see Rudin (1906), chapter 4. There is some variability
across speakers in just how rigid the order of WH words is.
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5
b. Eadja je ke video?

With three WH words, as in the examples in (13), again all possible orders are
acceptable in Serbo-Croatian:7

13.a. Ks je its bee deo? (SC)
iffiehss whet to- IMOM given

b. ICs je bee its deo?
c. kit je te Use deo?
d. Ste je ban ks dao?
C. Keine je dao?
f. Kure je kg it. dao?

'Who Gave what to whom?'

The word order facts are not as clearly linked to the two posited structures as the
differences in extraction and clitic placement. But it is not unreasonable to suggest
that whatever accounts for strict ordering of multiple WH words (some kind of Comp
indexing mechanism, perhaps) operates only when all of the WH words are in Comp.

3. Conclusion

The analysis of the vaious differences between Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian
as stemming from the difference between structures (2c) and (2d) is strengthened
by the fact that the same properties cluster together in other languages. Romanian
shares the relevant properties of Bulgarian, while Polish and Czech follow the
Serbo-Croatian pattern. An obvioous prediction is that other multiple fronting
languages should follow one or the other of these two clusters of properties.

I would like to close with a few quick words about possible parameters
underlying the range of language types in (2). One of the parameters involved may
well be the level at which WH Movement applies. This is diagrammed in (14), where
"syntax" means at or before S-structure.

14. Chinese Emlisk/Skrito-Crestian
single WN LF syntax syntax

multiple WI/ LF LF syntax

A further parameter is obviously needed to separate the English and Serbo-
Croatian types (types (2a) and (2d)): I suspect that this will hinge on the presence
or absence of a requirement that WH words may or must8 be in A positions at 5-
structure.
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